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Source: EU strategy on energy system integration - https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-system-integration/eu-strategy-energy-system-integration_en

The energy system is changing to a more interconnected, complex 
and integrated ecosystem

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-system-integration/eu-strategy-energy-system-integration_en
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The organisation 
recognises there is a 
need to act.

Supply Chain

Building management

Emissions are tracked in a data-
driven, robust and transparent way, 
with clarity over where emissions 
are coming from and easy 
identification of quick wins

Emissions plateau and start to drop as 
sustainability becomes a strategic 
priority supported by the organisation’s 
culture

Operations

Risk tracking, mitigation and 
disclosure allows for easy 
demonstration of compliance with 
regulation over time

Organisation benefits from long-term 
planning for coordinated emissions 
reduction on given timeline

Risk tracking allows for planning for, and 
appropriate mitigation of, higher supply 
chain emissions due to changing weather 
patterns

Creating a 
Net Zero 
roadmap

‘General 
emissions’

IT Infrastructure

And it will continue to change as more companies commit to 
Net-Zero goals



The energy market is shifting to a more ecosystem-
centric model, in response to four key drivers: 

Decarbonisation Digitalisation
Decentralisation Democratisation

Exponential technology supports this 
transformation by:
ü Enabling openness and interoperability
ü Allowing operations at scale
ü Opening access to markets and lowering 

barriers for participation

Technology for the Energy Transition
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Enabling DER 
participation in 
flexibility markets 
with TenneT

Aggregating buildings 
for flexibility services 
with the City of 
Copenhagen

Certifying distributed 
green energy with 
CertiQ

Disaggregating 
suppliers in a 
single connection 
point with Enexis

Tracking curtailment of 
renewables with RTE

Ensuring accuracy of 
market agent information 
with REE, REN & OMIE

Empowering participation in the 
energy transition with blockchain

Enabling small-scale 
renewables to participate 
in carbon markets with 
BBOXX

Download the report!



Enabling DER participation in 
flexibility markets with TenneT

Rene Kerkmeester, Director at Equigy
We believe that blockchain could potentially form the basis for 
managing a new European energy system and become the standard for 
other European countries.

“
”

Context
The need for flexible power increases as more 
renewables are introduced in the energy grid, while 
traditional source of flexibility are slowly disappearing. 

Pain point
Traceability of small-scale participation in the flexibility 
market while maintaining security of supply and 
rewarding the right party is complex.

Benefits
Enables consumer participation in the market through 
aggregators while providing transparency to all involved 
parties and driving standardization.



Themes in the stories

In addition to addressing the four key 
disruptors, we see five themes emerge:
• opening up access to existing 

markets 
• the emergence of new marketplaces, 
• a move towards full disclosure, 
• a drive for standardization, and 
• achieving back-end process 

simplification.



What if each of the platforms build on their synergies and bring 
their strengths to others?



Thank you for your attention!
Learn more on ibm.com/nl-en/cloud


